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è The Archaeological Survey of India 
(ASI) has discovered 26 ancient caves, 
dating to 2nd-5th century CE, in 
Madhya Pradesh's Bandhavgarh Tiger 
Reserve area.

è Other archaeological remains of the 
Mahayana sect of Buddhism, such as 
chaitya-shaped doors and cells 
containing stone beds, were also 
reported by the ASI team.

è The Badi Gufa literally means 'Biggest 
Cave'. This is one of the oldest caves and 
is dated back to the 10th century. The 
cave comprises numerous pillars and 
nine big rooms.

è Besides the caves, the team also found 
the remains of 26 temples, two mathas, 
two stupas, 46 idols and sculptures, 26 
fragments and 19 water bodies.

è The temples (especially Shaiva maths) 
are from more recent times — the 
Kalachuri period (9th-11th century), 
while the water bodies range between 
2nd-15th centuries CE.

è Places names Kaushambi, Mathura, 
Pavata (Parvata), Vejabharada and 
Sapatanaairikaa are mentioned in the 
inscriptions

è Impor tan t  k ings  who were  a lso 
mentioned in the inscriptions are 
Maharaja Shri Bhimsena, Maharaja 
Pothasiri, Maharaja Bhattadeva.

è Coins belonging to the Mughal-era and 
Sharqi dynasty of Jaunpur Sultanate 
have also been found.

è The ancient Bandhavgarh Fort is of 
great importance as it is believed to have 
been gifted by Lord Rama to his 
younger brother Lakshmana to keep a 
watch on Lanka. Therefore this fort is 
named Bandhavgarh as "Bandhav" 
means brother and "Garh" means fort.
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è Basaveshwara, colloquially known as 

Basavanna, was a 12th-century CE 
Indian statesman, philosopher, poet, 
Lingayat social reformer in the Shiva-
focussed bhakti movement, and a 
Hindu Shaivite, social reformer during 
the reign of the Kalyani Chalukya/ 
Kalachuri dynasty.

è Through his poetry spread social 
awareness, which were known as 
Vachanas.

è He was against the ideas of social 
discrimination, superstitions, rituals, 
and promoted ahimsa (non-violence). 

è Basava championed devotional 
worship that rejected temple worship 
and rituals led by Brahmins and 
replaced it with personalized direct 
worship of Shiva through practices such 
as individually worn icons  and 
symbols like a small linga (Ishtalinga).

è He introduced new public institutions 
such as the Anubhava Mantapa (Hall of 
Spiritual Experience) which welcomed 
men and women from all socio-economic 
backgrounds to discuss spiritual and 
mundane questions of life, openly.

è The Basavaraj Devara Ragale by the 
Kannada poet Harihara (c.1180) is the 
earliest available account on the life of 
the social reformer.

è Basaveshwara became the chief 
minister during the Kalchuri regime, 
after the death of his maternal uncle.

è As chief minister of the kingdom, Basava 
used the state treasury to initiate social 
reforms and rel ig ious movement 
focussed on reviving Shaivism , 
recognizing and empowering ascetics 
who were called Jangamas.

è Basaveshwara condemned human and 
animal sacrifices.

è He was also called Bhakti Bhandari, 
treasurer of devotion.
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è The austere and grandiose site of Hampi 

comprises mainly the remnants of the 
Capital City of Vijayanagara Empire (14th-
16th Cent CE), the last great Hindu Kingdom. 

è Hampi's spectacular setting is dominated by 
river Tungabhadra, craggy hill ranges and 
open plains, with widespread physical 
remains. 

è The sophistication of the varied urban, royal 
and sacred systems is evident from the more 
than 1600 surviving remains that include 
forts, riverside features, royal and sacred 
complexes, temples, shrines, pillared 
halls, mandapas, memorial structures, 
gateways, defense check posts, stables, 
water structures, etc.

è Among these,  the Krishna temple 
complex, Narasimha, Ganesa, Hemakuta 
group of temples, Achyutaraya temple 
complex, Vitthala temple complex, 
Pattabhirama temple complex, Lotus 
Mahal complex, can be highlighted. 

è Suburban townships (puras) surrounded the 
large Dravidian temple complexes 
containing subsidiary shrines, bazaars, 
residential areas and tanks applying the 
unique hydraulic technologies and 
skilfully and harmoniously integrating the 
town and defense architecture with 
surrounding landscape. 

è The remains unearthed in the site 
delineate both the extent of the economic 
prosperity and political status that once 
existed indicating a highly developed society.

è Dravidian architecture flourished under the 
Vijayanagara Empire and its ultimate form 
is  charac ter ized by  the i r  massive 
dimensions, cloistered enclosures, and 
lofty towers over the entrances encased by 
decorated pillars.

è The Vitthla temple is the most exquisitely 
ornate structure on the site and represents 
the culmination of Vijayanagara temple 
architecture. It is a fully developed temple 
with associated buildings like Kalyana 
Mandapa and Utsava Mandapa within a 
cloistered enclosure pierced with three 
entrance Gopurams. 

è In addition to the typical spaces present in 
contemporary temples, it boasts of a Garuda 
shrine fashioned as a granite ratha and a 
grand bazaar street. This complex also has 
a large Pushkarani (stepped tank) with a 
Vasantotsav mandapa (ceremonial 
pavilion at the center), wells and a 
network of water channels.

è Another unique feature of temples at Hampi 
is the wide chariot streets flanked by the 
rows of pillared mandapas, introduced 
when chariot festivals became an integral 
part of the rituals. 

Hampi
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è The stone chariot in front of the temple is 

also testimony to its religious ritual. Most 
of the structures at Hampi are constructed 
from local granite, burnt bricks and lime 
mortar. 

è The stone masonry and lantern roofed 
post and lintel system were the most 
favored construction technique. 

è The massive fortification walls have 
irregular cut size stones with paper joints 
by filling the core with rubble masonry 
without any binding material. 

è The gopuras over the entrances and the 
sanctum proper have been constructed 
with stone and brick. 

è The roofs have been laid with the heavy 
thick granite slabs covered with a water 
proof course of brick jelly and lime mortar.

è Vijayanagara architecture is also known for 
its adoption of elements of Indo Islamic 
Architecture in secular buildings like the 
Queen's Bath and the Elephant Stables, 
representing a highly evolved multi-
religious and multi-ethnic society.

è Building activity in Hampi continued over 
a period of 200 years reflecting the 
evolution in the religious and political 
scenario as well as the advancements in art 
and architecture. 

è The city rose to metropolitan proportions 
and is immortalized in the words of many 
foreign travelers as one of the most 
beautiful cities. 

è The Battle of Talikota (1565 CE) led to a 
massive destruction of its physical fabric.

è Dravidian architecture survives in the rest 
of Southern India spread through the 
patronage of the Vijayanagara rulers. 

è The Raya Gopura, introduced first in the 
temples attributed to Raja Krishna Deva 
Raya, is a landmark all over South India.

è The city bears exceptional testimony to the 
vanished civilization of the kingdom of 
Vijayanagara, which reached its apogee 
under the reign of Krishna Deva Raya 
(1509-1530).

è The constitution of a single heritage 
authority, Hampi World Heritage Area 
Management Authority (HWHAMA) ensures 
the effectiveness of the management system 
and coordination of works from different 
agenc ies  wh i le  a l low ing  loca l  se l f 
Government authorities to continue to 
exercise the powers as enlisted in the 
respective Acts.
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è The group of temples of Khajuraho 

testifies to the culmination of northern 
Indian temple art and architecture of 
the Chandella dynasty who ruled the 
region in the 10th and 11th centuries CE. 

è Distributed over an area of 6 square km 
in a picturesque landscape, the 23 
temples (including one partly excavated 
structure) that form the western, 
eastern, and southern clusters of the 
Khajuraho Group of Monuments are 
rare surviving examples that display 
the originality and high quality of Nagara-
style temple architecture.

è The Khajuraho Group of Monuments 
demonstrates in layout and physical 
f o r m ,  t h e  p i n n a c l e  o f  t e m p l e 
architectural development in northern 
India. 

è Built in sandstone, each temple is 
elevated from its environs by a highly 
ornate terraced platform, or jagati, on 
which stands the body, or jangha, 
whose sanctum is topped by a tower, 
or shikhara, of a type unique to 
Nagara, where the verticality of the 
principal spire atop the sanctum is 
accentuated (make something easier to 

notice) by a series of miniature spires 
flanking it, each symbolizing Mount 
Kailasa, the abode of the Gods.

è The plan of the temples shows the 
spatial hierarchy of axially aligned 
interconnected spaces. 

è The temples are entered through an 
ornate  entrance porch (ardha 
mandapa), which leads to the main hall 
(mandapa ) ,  th rough wh ich  one 
accesses the vestibule (antarala) 
b e f o r e  r e a c h i n g  t h e  s a n c t u m 
(garbhagriha). 

è The main halls of the temples were often 
accompanied by lateral transepts with 
projecting windows as well as a 
circumambulatory path around the 
sanctum. 

è Larger temples had an additional pair of 
transepts and were accompanied by 
subsidiary shrines on the four corners of 
its jagati.

è The temples of Khajuraho are known 
for the harmonious integration of 
sculptures with their architecture. 

Khajuraho
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è All surfaces are profusely carved with 

anthropomorphic (having human 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s )  a n d  n o n -
anthropomorphic motifs depicting 
sacred and secular themes. 

è Sculptures depicting acts of worship, 
clan and minor deities, and couples in 
union, all reflect the sacred belief system. 

è Other themes mirror social life through 
depictions of domestic scenes, 

teachers and disciples, dancers and 
musicians, and amorous (showing 
feeling of sexual desire) couples. 

è The composition and finesse achieved 
by the master craftsmen give the stone 
surfaces of the Khajuraho temples a rare 
vibrancy and sensitivity to the warmth of 
human emotions.

Khajuraho
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è Neo-Buddhism was proposed as a 

mass movement that would elevate 
former 'Untouchables' and help them 
achieve self-respect. 

è The Neo Buddhist Movement is a 
religious as well as socio-political 
movement among Dalits in India which 
was started by BR Ambedkar.

è It radically re-interpreted Buddhism and 
created a new school of Buddhism 
called Navayana.

è Ambedkar chose Buddhism after 
examining various religions to 
understand the suitability of each to 
l iberate  socia l ly  marginal ised 
communities from the exploitative 
caste order. 

è He found that Buddhism is rooted in 
India's civilization, supplements 
modern ethical values and is averse to 
social hierarchies and patriarchal 
domination. He hoped that Buddhist 
principles would mobilize them into a 
robust community to battle the ruling 
Brahmanical elites.

è After publishing a series of books and 
articles arguing that Buddhism was the 
only way for the untouchables to gain 
e q u a l i t y ,  A m b e d k a r  p u b l i c l y 
converted on 14 October 1956, at 
Deekshabhoomi, Nagpur, over 20 
years after he declared his intent to 
convert. Around 3,65,000 of his followers 
converted to Buddhism at the same 
ceremony.

è The Twenty-two vows or twenty-two 
pledges are the 22 Buddhist vows 
administered by B.R. Ambedkar, the 
revivalist of Buddhism in India, to his 
followers. 

Neo-Buddhism
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è The 'king of the kings', Rajaraja Chola, 

ruled southern India from 985 CE -1014 
CE.

è Born as Rajakesari Arulmozhi Varman 
to Parantaka II (also known as Sundara 
Cholan) and Vanavan Madevi, Raja 
Raja Chola ascended the throne in 985 
CE.

è At the time of his ascension, the Chola 
kingdom was relatively small, and was 
still recovering from the Rashtrakuta 
invasions in the preceding years. 
Rajaraja turned it into an efficiently-
administered empire which possessed a 
powerful army and a strong navy.

è His extensive empire included vast 
regions of the Pandya country, the 
Chera country and northern Sri Lanka. 
He also acquired Lakshadweep and 
Thiladhunmadulu atoll, and part of the 
northernmost islands of the Maldives 
in the Indian Ocean. Campaigns against 
t h e  W e s t e r n  G a n g a s  a n d  t h e 
Chalukyas extended the Chola 
authority as far as the Tungabhadra 
River. On the eastern coast, he battled 
with the Chalukyas for the possession 
of Vengi.

è Raja Raja Chola was the first Tamil king 
to keep an official record of all the 
prominent events of his rule and his 
achievements.

è During his reign, Raja Raja launched a 
project of a land survey, where he 
reorganized his empire into units known 
as valanadus.

è He was the first to bag the title of 
'Mummudi Chola Deva' (for donning 
three crowns of Chola, Chera and 
Pandya).

è Rajaraja Chola was more cosmo-
politan in outlook and secular too. He 
had raised temples for Lord Shiva, 
Ganesh and Vishnu during his reign and 
liberally granted funds to those who 
sought for the construction of Jain or 
Buddhist temples.

è Rajaraja I, being an able administrator, 
also built the great Brihadisvara Temple 
at the Chola capital Thanjavur.

Raja Raja Chola
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è During his reign, the texts of the Tamil 

p o e t s  A p p a r,  S a m b a n d a r  a n d 
Sundarar were collected and edited 
i n t o  o n e  c o m p i l a t i o n  c a l l e d 
Thirumurai. 

è Rajaraja strengthened the local self-
government and installed a system of 
audit and control by which the village 

assemblies and other public bodies 
were held to account while retaining their 
autonomy.

è To promote trade, he sent the first 
Chola mission to China.
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